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Executive Summary

Solar Installer Survey

Hello, and thank you for your interest in our 2015 Solar Installer Survey, covering
the period of December 2014 to November 2015.

EnergySage is the only independent comparison-shopping
website for solar energy systems and financing options
in the country. Every month, our Solar Marketplace matches
thousands of homeowners with a rapidly growing list of
275+ pre-screened solar installers. We’re proud that the aggregate
installation volume of these 275+ solar installers, both via
EnergySage and direct-to-consumer, represents 20% to 30%
of total U.S. residential installations per year. 	
Because of our unique “matchmaking” position in the solar
industry, we’re in constant contact with thousands of solar
shoppers and hundreds of solar installers every month. This unique
position provides us with significant insight into each side of
today’s ever-changing solar market. We’re happy to share some
of our insight with the broader solar industry.

	Our 2015 Solar Installer Survey is made up of the responses
from 103 small to mid-sized installers from across
the country. Some of the most interesting results include:
• Majority of solar installers began work between 2006 and 2010.
No respondents started installing residential solar in 2014, and
very few did in the immediate years prior.
•	Over 75% of solar installers say PV installations are their
primary line of business. The next most popular selections were
electrical, design engineering, and consulting.
•	Over 50% of solar installers do not offer a single lease or PPA
product. The most popular financing routes were cash purchases
and unsecured loans.
•	Nearly all installers say their customers get multiple quotes. Only
9% of installers told EnergySage that their customers received
just their single quote before moving forward.
•	Installers plan to spend more on customer acquisition in 2016.
The #1 trend moving into 2016 is an increased spend
on lead-generating activities, both via online channels like
EnergySage as well as in direct-to-consumer marketing.
	We plan to release the findings of a similar Installer Survey in
December 2016, and invite all interested solar installers
to participate and have their voices heard. All solar installers who
download this report will be invited to participate. Additionally,
all interested parties should feel free to reach out to our team
directly at data@energysage.com.

Vikram Aggarwal
CEO & Founder

Sincerely,
Vikram Aggarwal | CEO & Founder
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Thoughts from SEIA

Solar Installer Survey

“The study demonstrates that there is very healthy
competition in the solar industry, which we can maintain
with extension of the federal Solar Investment Tax Credit.
Paired with our Solar Market Insight report, which
shows record adoption of solar over the next five quarters,
this study affirms that our nation is developing a competitive
and economically robust solar industry that will only get
bigger and stronger with the right policies in place.”
Rhone Resch
President & CEO
Solar Energy Industries Association (SEIA)
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Business Overview

Solar Installer Survey

Business overview descriptors of the 103 solar installers surveyed are below. The
typical respondent installed about 40 residential solar PV systems in 2014, and describes
solar PV installations as their primary line of business.

300 kW

316 kW

Commercial
(median response)

Residential
(median response)

2014 Installation Volume
The median installation volume was 300 kW for commercial
and 316 kW for residential last year (results not mutually exclusive).
Assuming an 8 kW system, this represents 40 residential
installations or 3+ new systems per month.
The range of responses to this question varied dramatically,
with many solar installers reporting over 10,000 kW
installed last year.

76%		 Solar PV installations

Primary Line of Business

7% Electrician

The majority of companies surveyed selected solar PV
installations as their primary line of business. Interestingly,
nearly 25% did not – conveying expertise in a broad range of
related fields from electrical to design to general contracting.

6% Design Engineer
5% Consulting/Services
5% Other
1% General Contractor

Other Products/Services Offered

50

Installers could select all that applied
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35%

32%

30%
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Almost half of installers offer energy storage solutions
to their solar customers. Widespread media coverage of
Tesla’s Powerwall system spiked consumer awareness
in 2015, and we expect interest to grow as costs decline.
While only 4% offer electric vehicle (EV) services today,
we expect demand to grow here as well – consumers
are increasingly able to afford larger systems, and
EVs can serve as an additional form of energy storage.

43%
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Installation History & Plans

Solar Installer Survey

The ITC and related policy have had a clear impact on when today’s solar
installers first began operating. Going forward, half of installers plan to
solely focus efforts in their home state.

Year of First Solar Installation
The majority of solar installers surveyed began their first installation in the 2000s. Many
began installing solar after The Energy Policy Act of 2005, which established the 30 percent
Investment Tax Credit (ITC) for commercial and residential solar. The largest single increase
of new companies entering the solar industry occurred in 2008, the same year as The
Energy Improvement and Extension Act. Among other provisions, this Act extended the ITC to
2016 and removed the $2,000 credit limit for solar electric systems beginning in 2009.

Residential
Commercial

18%
16%

2008: ITC extended for
8 years, cap removed

14%
12%
10%

2005: ITC established

8%
6%
4%
2%

Looking out to the end of 2016, half of solar installers
surveyed plan to focus their installation efforts in their home
states. The other half plan to look outside of their home
states for new growth, focusing on states in their region as
well as across the country.
Some of the most popular states listed for future installations
include Colorado, New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,
Virginia, and Pennsylvania.
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50%		Local installations
(home state only)

30%	Regional installations
(in my own state &
surrounding states)

6%	Nationwide installations
(all across the country)

14%	Multiple state installations
(non-contiguous)
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Consumer Financing

Solar Installer Survey

All installers surveyed were asked “How do your customers finance their solar projects?”.
While the results varied by region and installer size, several key themes became apparent.
For example, cash purchases and unsecured loans are the most popular.

Key Takeaways
Cash is king
50% of solar installers reported that more than half of their customers went solar via a cash purchase.
While not an option for every household, cash purchases remain popular as they ensure homeowners
maximize their return on investment.
Unsecured loans more popular than secured
While nearly 20% of solar installers said their customers relied on unsecured loans half the time,
only 4% said the same of secured loans. Unsecured loans are generally easier to process, fostering their
increased adoption.
Leases & PPAs not as popular
Over half of solar installers surveyed stated that their customers never use a solar lease or PPA. This result
varies from the national average, where leases and PPAs make up approximately 60% of systems sold.

Financing Usage Breakdown

Installers rated the % of their customers who choose each financing option.
Cash Purchase

Unsecured Loans
My customers don’t use

24%

26%

15%
19%

50%

Secured Loans

Less than 25% of my customers use

46%

Between 25% to 50% of my customers use
More than half of my customers use

20%

Solar Leases

Power Purchase
Agreements (PPA)

17%
4%
13%

26%

25%
66%

53%

50%
10%

11%
11%
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Sales & Marketing

Solar Installer Survey

The door-to-door “hard sell” days of solar are ending, as today’s solar shoppers
seek greater transparency and the ability to compare multiple quotes before committing
to a single installer.

Quotes Seen per Shopper

Only my quote

3% 9%

Overall, the majority of solar installers report that their shoppers
see 2 to 3 quotes before making a purchase decision.

2 quotes

The good news is that solar installers report that customer
acquisition has gotten easier, not harder, in the past 3 years. The
majority of installers surveyed echoed that new online solutions –
like the EnergySage Solar Marketplace – are a critical component
in their ability to win more business more often.

49%

39%

3 quotes
4+ quotes

Customer Acquisition Trends
Customer acquisition has become
less difficult

The difficulty of customer acquisition
has remained unchanged

42%
0%

10%

20%

Customer acquisition has become
more difficult

31%
30%

40%

Top Challenges in Closing Sales
Installers could select all that applied
As today’s solar shoppers are likely to view 2 to 3 quotes
on average, solar installers cite increasing price competition
as one of their main challenges in closing sales.
Another top challenge: as the market for solar expands,
an increasing number of unfamiliar solar shoppers are
entering and requiring more education than in years prior.

50%

28%

60%

70%

80%

90%

44%

Competitors offer lower prices
Prospects lack familiarity
with solar

42%

Prospects concerned about
aesthetics of solar panels

20%

Competitors offer compelling
financing options
Competitors offer more
compelling packages
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Competition

Solar Installer Survey

Selling solar is a competitive business. The majority of respondents said they compete
with 15 to 20 other installers in their area, and win business largely as a result of offering
higher quality installations and equipment packages.

Installers competing in same territories
Installers listed their number of competitors

1 to 20 installers

20%

Although new entries into the solar installation business have
slowed since 2010, competition remains intense among existing
businesses. Over half of solar installers report facing between
1 to 20 competitors in their territories (the median response was 15),
and another 25% report competing with 21 to 80 other installers.
Surprisingly, a full 20% of respondents say they compete
with 80+ installers across the multiple territories they serve.

21 to 40 installers

11%

56%

13%

48 to 80 installers
80+ installers

Top 5 Competitive
Top 5 Competitive
Top 5 Competitive Advantages

Top 5 Competitive Needs

Ranked 1 to 10, where 1 is the most important

Ranked 1 to 10, where 1 is the most important

Installers surveyed identified their top competitive
advantages, confirming the overarching importance of high
quality installations and equipment usage.

When asked what would help them compete more
effectively, today’s solar installers cited the need to access
more financing options as well as better quality leads.

#1. We offer higher
quality installations
#2. We use higher
quality equipment
#3. We use more
qualified labor
#4. We have a consultative
sales process
#5. Our installations are more
aesthetically pleasing

#1. Access to more
financing options

2.8
3.4
4.2

#2. Access to better
quality leads

3.8

#3. Access to more
trained labor

3.9

#4. Access to equipment
at lower cost

4.3
5.0

2.8

#5. Access to more leads
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Three Year Objectives

Solar Installer Survey

The majority of solar installers seek to gain market share, rather than increase gross
margins. To do so, installers are increasingly leveraging new sales channels – particularly
new online channels – and investing more in marketing and advertising.

What’s more important …
54% 	Gaining market share,

The solar installers surveyed were nearly split when
asked what was more important to their business over the
next 3 years, gaining market share or increasing gross
margins. We’re sure many would have responded “both are
important!” if given the option.

even if it means reduced
gross margins

46%	Increasing gross margins,
even if it means reducing
installation volume

Top Strategies to Meet 3-Year Objectives
There was much more uniformity around what the top strategies were to meet
their 3-year objectives. Tied for 1st place was the need to leverage new online marketing
channels – like EnergySage – to reach a larger consumer demographic, and
the need to increase marketing and advertising expenditure to generate more leads.
With an eye towards increasing gross margins, another top imperative listed was
the need to improve the overall efficiency of their sales processes. We expect to see
increasing software innovation meet this need over the coming years.

Leverage new marketing and sales channels
(e.g. online sales channels, partnerships)

3.1

Increase marketing and advertising to
generate more leads

3.1

Improve the efficiency of your sales processes

Reduced prices to attract more business

Hire more subcontractors to do installations
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What can EnergySage data do for you?
	EnergySage relied on detailed survey data from 103 small to mid-sized solar installers across the
country to conduct the market analyses featured in this report. In addition to qualitative data, the
research team has access to millions of aggregated quote and installation data points from the
EnergySage Solar Market – providing the most comprehensive source of transaction-level solar
market intelligence in the United States. Data points from the Marketplace include:

System Details

Costs and Financial Benefits

• Size of system

• Total gross cost

• Production estimate

• Out of pocket cost

• Year 1 production guarantee

• Federal, state, and local tax credits

• Production ratio

• Net cost (after tax credit)

• % of electricity need met

• $/watt gross cost

• Panel and inverter brand

• Net 20-year savings

• Monitoring system

• Average cost per kWh
• Discount over utility rate

Loan Details

• Rate of return

• Monthly costs
• Loan term

Lease Details

• Down payment

• Monthly costs

• Loan amount

• Year 1 cost per kWh

• Interest rate

• Annual rate escalation

• Interest-free loan amount and term

• Duration of agreement

• Minimum credit score

• Minimum credit score

About EnergySage
EnergySage is the only independent comparison-shopping website for solar energy systems and financing options in the
country. Powered by the U.S. Department of Energy SunShot Initiative, our fast-growing online marketplace matches thousands
of homeowners per month with a rapidly growing list of 275+ pre-screened solar installers. The marketplace has been
active since February 2013 and has already processed tens of millions of dollars in transaction volume. Industry experts have
reviewed that our “marketplace’s functionality and usability is light years ahead of other similar sites”.
For more information, please visit www.energysage.com/data
Follow EnergySage on Twitter at www.twitter.com/energysage
For specific data inquires, please email us at data@energysage.com
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